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The Meme Games ($MGMES) is a new crypto project targeting to become the “Official” 2024
Olympics meme coin. It has developed gamification elements; players win $MGMES tokens when
their favorite meme athletes win events, such as Pepe, Brett, and Doge.

This article will offer a detail guide on how to buy The Meme Games token during the
recently launched presale. Read on to invest in $MGMES at the lowest entry price before
the DEX listing.

BTCC, one of the longest-running crypto exchanges in the world,  supports trading for
300+ cryptocurrencies with leverage ranging from 1Χ to 225Χ. If you want to start trading
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cryptocurrencies, you can start by signing up for BTCC.
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The Meme Games ($MGMES): Definition & Overview
The Meme Games is a novel crypto endeavor that seamlessly blends the world of memes with
gamification.  This groundbreaking project aims to introduce the multi-billion dollar meme coin
sector to the global stage at the 2024 Paris Olympics, albeit not as an official partner.  However,
enthusiasts within the crypto community speculate that The Meme Games could potentially emerge
as the event’s de facto digital asset, harnessing the immense audience reach of the Olympics, which
captivates billions worldwide.

With such a colossal audience base, The Meme Games stands poised to become the next
cryptocurrency with a potential for exponential growth, surpassing even 1000-fold returns. 
Moreover, the project injects a playful gaming dimension into its ecosystem, allowing investors
participating in the $MGMES presale to choose their favorite meme athlete from an entertaining
lineup including Pepe, Doge, WIF, Brett, and Turbo, adding a layer of engagement and
personalization to the experience.

Currently, Meme Games ($MGMES) is not available on BTCC platform as it is under its
presale stage. BTCC supports trading for large variety of popular meme coins, such as
PEPE, DOGE, SHIB, BONK, etc. If you are interested in these popular meme coins, you can
make a purchase on BTCC exchange with highest security level and a most competitive fee.

[TRADE_PLUGIN]PEPEUSDT,PEPEUSDT[/TRADE_PLUGIN]
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How to Buy The Meme Games ($MGMES) – A Simple Guide
for Beginners
$MGMES tokens are being under a presale stage. Read on for a detailed step-by-step guide on how
to buy The Meme Games.

Step 1: Set Up a Crypto Wallet

Go to the Best Wallet website, click “Download,” and choose your preferred device type; you can
download the app for iOS or Android. Once installed, open Best Wallet and choose a password. Write
down the 12-word secret passphrase, which is needed if you lose the device or forget the password.

Step 2: Buy Crypto

Now that you have a suitable wallet, the next step is adding some crypto coins. This is required to
invest in The Meme Games presale.

Accepted cryptocurrencies and network standards include:

ETH (Ethereum)
USDT (Ethereum)
BNB (BNB Chain)
USDT (BNB Chain)

These coins are listed by the best crypto exchanges, including MEXC, Binance, and Coinbase.
Complete your purchase and request a withdrawal from the exchange. Provide your wallet address
and wait a few minutes for the coins to arrive.

Step 3: Connect Your Wallet to The Meme Games Presale

You can now visit The Meme Games website. Click the “Connect Wallet” button and choose your
wallet provider (e.g., Best Wallet).



Step 4: Choose Meme Athlete and Complete the Presale Form

Your wallet should now be connected to The Meme Games presale website. Next, select your
preferred meme athlete.

There are five options, which are listed below:

Pepe (France)
Doge (USA)
Brett (Germany)
Turbo (Italy)
WIF (Great Britain)

The next step is to complete the presale form.



Choose your investment currency (e.g. ETH) and type in the number of coins to invest. Our example
shows that a 2 ETH investment gets 764,650 $MGMES tokens. This is based on the current presale
price of $0.009.

Step 5: Buy $MGMES Tokens

You’ll need to confirm the presale investment from within your connected wallet. A notification will
appear asking for authorization.

The investment coins (e.g., ETH) will then be transferred to The Meme Games presale wallet, which
confirms the presale investment.

Staking and Claiming $MGMES Tokens

$MGMES tokens can be staked as soon as you’ve completed the presale investment. This is the
route most presale investors take.
Currently, APYs are 4,287%, but this will decline as more tokens are staked. To stake a token,
click the “Staking” button and follow the on-screen instructions.
Note that it takes 7 days to unstake tokens.
You can claim your $MGMES tokens when the presale finishes if you’d prefer not to stake.
This will happen on September 8th, 2024.
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The Meme Games Price Prediction: Future Outlook for
$MGMES
Predictioning price movements for newly launched tokens $MGMES poses significant
challenges due to their lack of trading history. Currently, $MGMES is still in its presale
phase, making it difficult to establish a definitive valuation. 

Nonetheless, a conservative target for $MGMES will be $100 million. Should the hard cap
target be reached, this would secure a 5x upside from presale prices.

While some analysts harbor even more ambitious growth aspirations, these projections
hinge heavily on the overall market sentiment. If Bitcoin manages to scale new heights, it
could serve as a catalyst, igniting interest in meme coins like $MGMES. This scenario would
likely appeal to risk-tolerant investors who envision a billion-dollar valuation for the token,
translating into a potential 50-fold appreciation from presale levels.
Furthermore, the question of whether $MGMES could reach 1 has also piqued the curiosity
of investors. With a current presale price of $0.009, such a milestone would imply a
staggering approximately 111-fold increase. However, the feasibility of this target hinges on
various factors, including the effectiveness of The Meme Games’ marketing efforts and its
capacity to distinguish itself amidst fierce competition in a crowded market.

That’s all information about The Meme Games ($MGMES). If you want to know more information
about Meme Games ($MGMES) meme coin and other cryptocurrencies, please visit BTCC
Academy.
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